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By Stephen Jay Gould

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Here is bestselling scientist Stephen Jay Gould s tenth and final collection
based on his remarkable series for Natural History magazine--exactly 300 consecutive essays, with
never a month missed, published from 1974 to 2001. Both an intellectually thrilling journey into the
nature of scientific discovery and the most personal book he has ever published, I Have Landed
marks the end of a significant chapter in the career of one of the most acclaimed and widely read
scientists of our time. Gould writes about the themes that have defined his career, which his readers
have come to expect and celebrate, casting new light upon them and conveying the ideas that
science professionals exchange among themselves (minus the technical jargon). Here, of course, is
Charles Darwin, from his centrality to any sound scientific education to little-known facts about his
life. Gould touches on subjects as far-reaching and disparate as feathered dinosaurs, the scourge of
syphilis and the frustration of the man who identified it, and Freud s evolutionary fantasy. He writes
brilliantly of Nabokov s delicately crafted drawings of butterflies and the true meaning of
biological...
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The book is great and fantastic. It is probably the most remarkable pdf i have got read through. You can expect to like the way the article writer compose
this ebook.
-- Mr . Ethel Schm eler-- Mr . Ethel Schm eler

Merely no words and phrases to explain. I was able to comprehended almost everything out of this created e publication. I am quickly will get a satisfaction
of studying a created ebook.
-- Cleta  Doyle-- Cleta  Doyle
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